
A Global Student on a Hammock 
Workshops for High School Students 
- Individual Virtual Active Learning.

Imagine yourself resting on a hammock, perhaps a soft breeze touches your face. 
Instead of reading a book or listening to a podcast, you can learn about and shape 
the future of one of your favourite subjects – yourself. For many, times of rest can also 
be times of inspiration. Come get inspired through interactive, inspiring learning sessions 
from the WorldLINK Foundation–and you may even stay on your hammock.

July - August 2021 
join an international, friendly group of charismatic trainers who are ready 
to show you innovative, critical, and design thinking strategies. And you will also 
get support in public speaking!

4 days, 3 sessions each day, 3 trainers in 1 day, 
3 different approaches to equip Global Students with soft skills

Platform: ZOOM ACTIVE LEARNING 
Participants are obliged to have the latest version of the zoom so the active 
learning can be implemented efficiently.

4 days, 3 sessions in 1 day, scheduled with the breaks in between 
so effective and active learning environment can be guided by trainers

Each session duration: 
1 hour, 15 min breaks between sessions 

UPCOMING EVENT 

Read more
Find out more about sessions and registration on the next page



A Global Student on a Hammock 
Workshops for High School Students - a Virtual Active Learning

SESION 1
Workshop : Standing Centre to Present – A good Person Speaking 
Well Workshop (Sessions in English) 
Trainer: Don Allen trained as an actor and has been continuously working in theatre,TV and film 
for more than 25 years. His first short film received a short-list nomination, and he has moved 
forward directing and producing two feature films, „Three Minute Moments” and „K” starring 
Tamer Hassan and Colin Salmon. Don co-directed a multimedia project at London’s BFI with 
Cannes Palme d’Or winner Apichatpong Weerasethakul. Now based in Poland, he is the artistic 
director of the „English Touring Theatre Company” performing all over Poland and delivering 
acting workshops. He is also about to launch a series of videos to help people learn English 
called 'LET drama'! All details can be found at: theETTC.com

Sign up & contact with organisers: hammock@worldlink.pl 

SESION 2
Workshop: Design Thinking Method & Introduction 
to creative problem solving (Sessions in Polish)
Trainer: Małgorzata Polińska, a manager with over 10 years of experience. A HR specialist 
by education (a graduate of the Cybernetics Department at the Military University of Technology) 
and a project manager (Koźminski University). Certified Design Thinking moderator and Biegun 
Method trainer. A passionate lover of people and their history, specialist in team harmonization 
and development, consultant and trainer. She supports educational initiatives directed 
at children and youth.

SESION 3
Workshop: The Skills every Technologist Should Know 
(Sessions in English)
Trainer: Patrick Kozakiewicz travels (physical and virtually) around the world teaching tens of 
thousands of individuals agile, design thinking and mindfulness. He consults with other 
international companies in these domains, co-hosts the Mindfulness@IBM Podcast, and has 
recently created a free online badging course called, “Explorations in Mindfulness” in partnership 
with the University of Oxford available on Open P-TECH (https://www.ptech.org/open-p-tech/) 
and is currently working with Chris Dancy to make us more digitally aware.

worldlink.pl


